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Abstract 
The magnetic stiffness parameter, A2, associated with the critical 

fluctuations in the paramagnetic phase close to the incommensurate 
spin-density-wave (SDW) transition of a Cr+O.l8at.%Re single crys- 
tal, when compared with that of in pure chromium and dilute alloys 
of vanadium in chromium, indicates that the singularity responsible 
for the onset of the coxfimensurate SDW phase occurs when A2 ap- 
proaches zero at a finite value of the incommensurability parameter, 
6 E 0.017 rlu, instead of zero as usually assumed. The mode of the 
incommensurate SDW softens as 6 approaches this critical value with 
rhenium doping, and conversely hardens as 6 increases when vanadium 
is added to chromium. Also, the amplitude of the critical scattering 
increases as 6 approaches its end point, by a factor of about two going 
from 0.2 and 0.5at.%V to pure chromium, and by another factor near 
two in going from pure Cr to Cr+O.l8at.%Re. 
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Chromium enters an incommensurate spin-density-wave (SDW) antiferromag- 

netic state at its N&1 transition. The addition of small amounts of nonmag- 

netic impurity elements fiom the right of chromium in the periodic table gener- 

ally increases the ordering temperature and makes the ordered state more nearly 

commensurate.[l] This is opposite to the effect of adding vanadium, which lies to 

the left of chromium in the periodic table, and which depresses TN and increases 

the incommensurability parameter, 6.[2, 3, 41 Previous publications have shown 

that triple-axis neutron scattering observed just above the N&l temperature in 

single crystals of chromium and Cr(V) alloys can be analyzed in detail in terms 

of a magnetic critical scattering model.[5] The model assumes critical behavior 

associated with a second-order transition, even though there is a weak first-order 

transition at T N  in pure chromium. It involves an incommensurate critical sus- 

ceptibility x(Q,  w )  which intrinsically embodies the sixfold symmetry around the 

commensurate (010) position of the magnetic Bragg peaks that form at TN. To 

see if this analysis is also applicable on the other side of chromium in the magnetic 

phase diagram, a single crystal of Cr+O.l8at.%Re previously measured by Mikke 

and Jankowska [SI was studied at the H8 spectrometer at Brookhaven’s HFBR. 

The N&l transition at T N  = 325.5f0.4K to the incommensurate SDW state is 

first order in this sample,[7] as it is in pure chromium. To study the dynamic sus- 

ceptibility, a variety of constant-energy and constant-Q scans were taken through 

the satellite and (010) positions 10K above TN.  The data were analyzed by fit- 

ting the resolution-folded Sato-Maki [2] model previously used to analyze critical 

magnetic scattering in chromium and Cr(V) alloys.[5] The deduced values for the 
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amplitude scale, xo/r2 (plotted as its reciprocal, r 2 / f )  and magnetic stiffness, 

A2, are shown in comparison to those quantities for chromium and Cr(V) alloys in 

the Figure, as a function of the (fit) incommensurability parameter, 6. An inter- 

esting correlation is thus revealed, as indicated by the dashed lines: the magnetic 

stiffness appears to be tending to zero, and the amplitude scale appears to be 

diverging, as 6 tends not to zero (the commensurate SDW), but to a finite value 

M 0.017 rlu. This suggests that 6 does not smoothly go to zero with increasing 

rhenium concentration, but rather that there is a range of long-wavelength critical 

fluctuations (and therefore SDW in the ordered phase) that is inaccessible. This 

would mean that there is a discontinuity in 6 at the triple point in the magnetic 

phase diagram Df the alloy system, where the Nkl  transition lines to the incom- 

mensurate ISDW and commensurate CSDW phases meet the ISDW-t-CSDW 

transition l i e .  Such behavior is indeed found in a Cr+2.8%Fe alloy, when it is 

taken through the triple point by applying pressure. [8] 
.. 

0 2  The Figure shows that the amplitude scale x / T  seems to vary as the inverse 

of A2 when the alloy composition varies, ie., the amplitude diverges while the 

stiffness approaches zero at the same finite value of 6. This remarkable behav- 

ior needs to be explained by any theory that claims to describe the properties 

of chromium alloys. While we do not have an explanation for the correlations 

of the Figure at this time, we list here several ideas that may eventually lead 

to a theoretical description. First, the fact that, at higher rhenium concentra- 

tions, the ISDW-CSDW transition is fist order [9] is consistent with a jump in 6 

over a forbidden range at that transition (but if there is such a jump, it has not 
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been emphasized in publication), so current theoretical explanation of the first- 

order nature of that transition [l] might possibly be able to explain the Figure, if 

extended to apply to it. Second, arguments have been published that crystalle 

graphic commensurate-to-incommensurate transitions must always be discontin- 

uous, due to interactions between incommensurate domain waUs.[lO] Since little 

is known about ISDW domain walls, it is not clear if these arguments can be a p  

plied to them. Third, reduction of stiffness is softening, so the effect we are seeing 

may indicate a kind of “mode-softening” transition for S 5 0.017 rlu. Normally, 

however, the mode involved is a real (underdamped) excitation with a dispersion 

relation that softens, whereas critical fluctuations are virtual (overdamped) exci- 

tations with a self-energy functional, R(Q), which resembles but is not exactly a 

dispersion relation, that appears to be softening. Magnetic soft-mode transitions, 

as usually discussed, involve the magnetic interactions in a material generating a 

dispersion relation for a normally dispersionless (single-ion) “crystalline electric 

field” excitation above a nonmagnetic singlet ground state,[11] which then softens 

to cause magnetic ordering. No analogous excitation of nonmagnetic origin is 

known in chromium alloys. 
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Figure Caption 

Correlations among Sat-Maki critical neutron scattering model parameters in 

chromium alloy single crystals just above TN. A2 is the magnetic stiffness, r2/xo 

is the reciprocal of the amplitude scale. The straight lines are guides for the eye. 
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